Effects of geometry and material on the insertion of very small neural electrode.
For neural probes to be used chronically for years in the human body, they must provoke minimal scarring. Recently, a number of groups have reported substantially reduced scar tissue using cellular scale electrodes below 15 μm in size. This size scale is accessible to manufacturing techniques, but can be very difficult to insert in the brain for most common electrode materials. In this study, we explore the design space available to cellular scale electrodes that will self-insert into the brain. First a mathematical model is developed using beam buckling equations for different materials and geometries. Buckling mode was found to be one fixed and one hinged end resulting in a mode conditional constant of, n, 2.045. Model predicts insertion success between 90-100% for a 6.8 μm diameter electrode and was used to approximate applied force as 750 μN which is close to reference data of 780 μN [1]. Second, we developed a PVC phantom that mimics the brain's elastic modulus. This phantom was matched to insertion success data obtained from carbon fiber arrays [1]. Overall, these results enable studies to be conducted on other proposed cellular scale electrodes prior to animal testing or large scale fabrication.